Nanostructured silver fabric as a free-standing NanoZyme for colorimetric detection of glucose in urine.
Enzyme-mimicking catalytic nanoparticles, more commonly known as NanoZymes, have been at the forefront for the development of new sensing platforms for the detection of a range of molecules. Although solution-based NanoZymes have shown promise in glucose detection, the ability to immobilize NanoZymes on highly absorbent surfaces, particularly on free-standing substrates that can be feasibly exposed and removed from the reaction medium, can offer significant benefits for a range of biosensing and catalysis applications. This work, for the first time, shows the ability of Ag nanoparticles embedded within the 3D matrix of a cotton fabric to act as a free-standing peroxidase-mimic NanoZyme for the rapid detection of glucose in complex biological fluids such as urine. The use of cotton fabric as a template not only allows high number of catalytically active sites to participate in the enzyme-mimic catalytic reaction, the absorbent property of the cotton fibres also helps in rapid absorption of biological molecules such as glucose during the sensing event. This, in turn, brings the target molecule of interest in close proximity of the NanoZyme catalyst enabling accurate detection of glucose in urine. Additionally, the ability to extract the free-standing cotton fabric-supported NanoZyme following the reaction overcomes the issue of potential interference from colloidal nanoparticles during the assay. Based on these unique characteristics, nanostructured silver fabrics offer remarkable promise for the detection of glucose and other biomolecules in complex biological and environmental fluids.